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THE TIP
Theatre Tools for Islamophobia Prevention

The TIP project has come to an end and this is the last issue of The TIP
newsletter. If you missed the previous issues of the newsletter you can
find them on our website in the documents section.
It has been an eventful and challenging two years of work due to the
pandemic. Despite the difficulties and obstacles, we are very satisfied
with the results we have achieved and the activities we have managed to
carry out in Italy, Spain and France. We brought the tool of Theatre of the
Oppressed in many different contexts, and it proved to be a valuable
resource

to

stimulate

awareness,

debate

and

strategies

against

Islamophobia and racism.
We are sure that, after the end of this project, we will continue to work
together with the partners and local networks that have been formed
thanks to The TIP to contribute and support the fight against
Islamophobia.
@tooltips1
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WHAT WE HAVE
ACHIEVED
The TIP's activities in Italy are progressing! On 4 and 5 February in Parma our Antirumours Course will be held. The aim of the Here are some of the activities
completed by The TIP from 2019 to date:
3 Desk Research on Islamophobia in Italy, France, Spain
3 Field Researches in Italy, France, Spain
1 Compendium of European Best Practices for combating Islamophobia and 1
International Best Practices Seminar
1 Manual on the use of Theatre to counter and prevent Islamophobia
1 project video and 4 series of short videos in Italy, France, Spain
4 Theatre workshops in Italy, France, Spain
Forum-Theatre scripts about Islamophobia based on the research and elaboration
in the Theatre Workshops Islamophobia based on the research and elaboration in
the Theatre Workshops
Performances and Theatre-Forum shows in many contexts (local associations,
schools, theatres, public spaces, universities, meetings, seminars and conferences,
etc.) in Italy, France, Spain
4 Regional and national seminars involving local associations, anti-racist activists
and movements, Muslim communities, public authorities, etc.
Anti-rumour trainings and courses in Italy, France, Spain
International Theatre Training and Final Conference in Barcelona
is to propose and experiment a new methodology that will allow everyone to have
the necessary basis and tools to respond and react to racism and Islamophobia in
their daily life.

@tooltips1
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LATEST
NEWS

On 14 and 15 March the last meeting of the partners of the TheTIP project took
place in Barcelona. We were warmly welcomed by the Pa'tothom team, who
hosted the activities in their historical premises in the Raval district.
It was an opportunity for the partnership to appreciate the wonderful work that
Pa'tohom does at the local level in the city of Barcelona.
We talked about the two years of the project behind us, shared our thoughts and
evaluations on the work and results of TheTIP but we were also very busy with
the final preparations for the week of international events that was about to
begin!
In fact, from 16 to 19 March, TheTIP opened its doors
to the city and its participants
with two important international events.
@tooltips1
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THE
TRAINING

The first one was the Theatre Training against Islamophobia conducted by Giolli
and Pa'tothom.
About 20 people from the fields of education, activism, theatre, students, etc.
participated in this intensive training. Through a series of theatrical exercises in
Theatre of the Oppressed and the construction of some scenes according to the
dramaturgical

theory

of

Theatre-Forum,

the

participants

analysed

the

mechanisms of Islamophobia and collectively searched for concrete strategies of
intervention.
At the end of the training they were satisfied, curious and motivated to deepen
the topic.

@tooltips1
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THE FINAL
CONFERENCE

Afterwards, the Final Conference of TheTIP Project took place, organised by
Pa'tothom and consisting of a series of very interesting events spread
throughout the city of Barcelona, in collaboration with the partners and the
network of local stakeholders. The conference was attended by more than
90 people. Conferences, seminars, round tables, theatrical performances
and presentations of the project results were just some of the activities
offered to the participants. A perfect conclusion of the project and a great
satisfaction for all partners, people and organisations involved.
We are sure that in the future initiatives against racism and Islamophobia in
our cities will continue to grow, also thanks to the contribution of The TIP
project.

@tooltips1
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BUT NOW IT IS TIME TO PRESENT TO YOU
THE LATEST RESULTS OF THE TIP PROJECT
THE TIP
HANDBOOK
We are proud to announce that our
handbook "The TIP - Theatre as a tool
to fight Islamophobia", edited by Red
Incola with the contribution of all The
TIP partners is ready and available on
the project website in English, Italian,
Spanish (Castilian) and French.

We invite you to read it, download it
and spread it as widely as possible to
all interested people and
organisations. We hope it will be a
concrete tool to help you implement
activities and projects against
Islamophobia and racism in many
different areas.

@tooltips1
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THE
VIDEO

Finally, the Final Video of TheTIP project has been
released.
It was edited and produced by Mission Locale with the
contribution of all The TIP partners.
The video documents and recounts the whole process
and phases of the project: the research, the theatre
workshops, the theatre-forum and performances, the
anti-rumours courses, and much more...
Watch and share the project video!

@tooltips1
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THANK
YOU!
We close The TIP project satisfied with the
journey we have made together with our
international and local partners.
We thank all the participants, the Muslim
communities, organisations, associations and all
the people who took part in the project!
Let us continue to work and fight together to
build a society without racism and
Islamophobia.

@tooltips1

